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CSUMB on track
to accreditation
By Mac Clemmens
MICHAEL_CLEMMENS@CSUMB.EDU

On March 7, students looking to go to graduate school or seeking to transfer to
another university, were poised along with
CSUMB administrators to hear the Wester!}
Associatiori of Schools and Colleges'
(WASC) Educational Effectiveness Review
exit briefing.
The report came :a t end of a three-day.
campus visit and marked the final phase of
the initial accreditation process that
CSUMB has particip_ated in_over the last 8
years. The process is a crucial step toward
CSUMB becoming an accredited university.
In her comments during the exit briefing, WASC Team Chair Judith Ramaley
expressed "an acknowledgment of the culture of inquiry and evidence-based decision-making at CSUMB." She also chal-·
lenged the campus to keep its spirit of
. ingenuity and creativity as it matures, and
to make the commitment to continue to
support those things that are essential to
CSUMB's academic model, such as the
Service Learning Institute and the Center
for Teaching, Learning, and Assessment At
the end of the briefing, the team gave
CSUMB a st?I1ding ovation, a very good
indicator that the team was impressed with
the university.
.
, "Witnessing the University receiving a
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,stah<;ling ~JVation from the WA.SC Visiting
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Team was an_experience that I will never
·S_· g·
o·- .
-.to President Peter Smith as an example of - without much deliberation both in favor
forget," said Karen Mendonca, vice presi.
What was to be employed . as a working and against Greek Organizations. ·
dent of student affairs. "It was a powerful
model for how Greek organizations are to
During the Senate hearing the audience
symbol of the team's support for the uni'."
be recognized at CSUMB.
was divided into two sections of pro and con
versity's vision, its core academic model,
"The idea of a model came about through on the. topic of Greeks. ·The audience m~mBy Chanelle Raboteau ,
and for the students, faculty, and staff who
student voice," said Senator At-Large Jay bers were visibility in favor of Greeks but some
CHANELLE_RABOTEAU@CSUMB.EDU
work together to create and sustain a posiSingh. "Back in Oct, we had a meeting with meinbers of the Senate did nottake that into
tive·and dynamiclearning environment."
Peter Smith and at that meeting the issue of consideration wh~n voting on the issue.
WASC revi~w team members met with Who would have guessed? On Monday March Greeks was brought up; he wanted some
- "Student Voice members do not make faculty, staff, and students from across the 10 the Student Voice Associated Students' type of decision from student voice, like a their d~cisions based on the number of
university during their two-day visit.
Senate voted down a proposed Greek Model
position on the issue by Feb ofthis year."
audience members that ,a ttend the meetings
The · Greek Model ·drafted by the Gre~k
A decision of no on the Greek Model was
~ WASC: Page 4
Task Force, if passed, would have been sent handed to President Smith, however not ~ GREEKS: Page ~2
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Books Not Bon1bs

Lawrence Samuels, Vice Chair for the Libertarian Party in
Monterey County, gave an interesting speech about the
l)nited States no longer being a· democracy.

"No Blood for Oil" and "Iraqi's are People Mahon created a chalk masterpiece on the
Too." Students Kevin Miller, Rhiannon sidewalk that read, "Make Art Not War."
Oleary, Marisa Mercado, Laurel Lionetti, Karen Miller and D Anaya, both TAT_majors,
If you were roaming around campus and - and Shane Mahon organized the rally.· The · performed a hilarious parody of Abbott and
heard people shouting, "NO WAR, ONLY ·. event was held in conjunction with the Costello's "Who's on First?" involving curPEACE!" would you flashback to old home New York State Crime Prevention Coalition rent government officials.
Lawrence Samuels, Vice-Chair of the
movies you've seen of your parents during (NYSCP). The NYSCP sponsored rallies that
their "Hippy" phase back in the 60's? That took place simultaneously on over 500 Libertarian Party of Monterey County, .
represented the Libertarians Against the
· was very much the scene of the "Books Not campuses around the country.
Students took advantage of the rally to War coalition by setting up a booth with
Bombs" rally at noon on Wednesday, March
voice their opinion against the war in a pro- flyers. During his speech, Samuels said,
5 in front of the Dining Commons.
The event attracted roughly 250 stu- ductive, outspoken manner. Some students "America is no longer a democracy.
dents; 120 of them marched around cam- went even further by not going to classes or America is an empire. Empires strike at
pus with picket signs an~ shirts that read, work. Visual and Public Art major Shane other nations for gain." ~
By James Speir.

JAMES_SPEIR@CSUMB.EDU
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Education pays (really!) ·

are single and make more than $40,000 a more money.
Many people don't realize that the
year (or $80,000 if married and filingjointly),according to www.smartmoney.com. Both Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC) can save
Sharpen your pencils, ~et out the calcula- of these credits cover only tuition and money for those without dependents.
tor, and for goodness' sake, st~p grumbling! related fees and cannot be used for costs of According to · Richard Barber, a local tax ·
consultant, a single person between the
Yes, tax season is once again upon us, but books or room and board.
For those who are trying to get a jump on ages of 25 and. 65 that makes less than
that doesn't mean we have to grit our teeth
and suffer through it-there may be ways student loans, there is a deduction for interest $10,700 in regular income can be credited
on college-education loans of up to $2500, as up to $364 dollars. Someone with children
to alleviate the pain.
Guys: 'bring y9ur best gown, irls: bring yoµr·
Being poor college student does have long as yo~ adjusted gross income doesn't may receive up to $5,000 or $6,000 depend-f~vqrite suit. The drag ball Will kick oCtwith an.
ing on income and number of depender:its.
open mic, skits, and,Hp sync. Don't f6r~et your,
its (tax) advantages. For example, the Hope exceed $65,000 ($130,000 for joint filers) .
<l~cingshcres as the lastbalfwill be a boogalQo
Once you are ready to file, Barber cauIf you are taking classes to improve job
Scholarship credit is worth up to $1500 in .
shakedown. .
·
paid tuition and fees for those in their first skills, your education expenses are tion~ against taking a refund-anticipation
S.pm sac. free. Con~ct Danfol l.y~n~'vi~ firstClass.
two years of college. Have no fear juniors deductible. The H&R Block website warns, loan. Though the instant money may be
and seniors, because there is also a Lifetime though "only one tax break can be used for appealing, the interest rates on these loans
Whaf·s Upfdr Student s wa"s brought fo -you by
Learning credit that will refund up to $1000 each set of education expenses." For exam- · are extrem~ly high. Filing online, while N~ws }ihd.Publk:;ir:i'fbrmai:ton- )nterri Ad rrana
fee,
is
much
cheaper
and
there
may
be
a
and
the
deduction
ple,
the
Lifetime
credit
of tuition and related expenses.
,Gomez"'l-tCOM Major. ,. ,.
·
· · · :
But be careful, because you cannot claim for job-related education both credit the almost as quick. "If you do it on the internet ' If you would fike art event posted 1nWhat's Up, .
both the Hope and Lifetime credits in the same expenses, but you can only claim one, or do it yourself," says Barber, "it takes prob- please ~Jl :p4t a J'-Ublic.ity r~qi.test form-and contact,HoHy)t{M~~ -, ·
·
·
same year. They also cannot be used if you so it's best to determine wh.ich will save you ably two weeks" to get your refund. ~
By Colleen M. Cooney

COLLEEN_COONEY@CSUMB. EDU
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From Vietnam to Iraq: What have we learned?
.By Zachary Stahl
ZACHARY_STAHL@CSUMB.EDU

The sounds of a screeching U.S. Phantom
warplane and the beating of a Vietnamese
peasant's terrified heart fill the University
Center · conference room. The smell of
burning gasoline envelopes the air as
napalm sets fire to the farmer's huts below.
"Where's mama?" a little girl asks her sister
in front of their flaming home. Her sister
cannot say a word, only point to the burning remains of their hut.
· Earl Martin, a conscientious objector
during the Vietnam War era, transported
his audience to the rice fields of Viet}\am
during the seventh annual Social arid
Behavioral Sciences ·(SBS) Social Justice
Colloquium
· entitled
"The
Last
Superpower? 30 Years After Vietnam/ U.S.
War." Professors Gerald Shenk and Angie
Tran of SBS organized the colloquium.
The three-day event started March 10
with a film festival, featuring three films of
Tran Van Thuy, a Vietnamese documentary
filmmaker. The next day, all CSUMB institutes were involved in 22 in-class workshops relating to the event's theme: "What
lessons derived from the U.S./Vietnam war
should inform how the U.S. acts in the
·
world t.od ay.'l" Th e co11oqmum
culm"mat ed
'th·
1
d"
·
th
t
. · and WI
a pane 1scuss1on a evemng
e11-ded with a workshop by Martin on
March 11.
The film festival brought to the surface
many of the horrific images and emotions
from the U.S./ Vietnam war. Thuy is a form~r combat cameraman who not only captured the bloodshed during the war but,
more importantly, the lingering effects after
the war.
"The Sound of Violin in My Lai" documented the return of Vietnam veterans to
My Lai 30 years after ·the massacre. The
chilling testimony of U ;S. soldiers and
Vietnamese survivors was enough to send
· some of the audience into tears. The film
ended with a veteran named Mike Boehm
playing his violin beside the grave of massacred villagers. "I gave an offering of music
to the spirits of the dead: of the dead
Vietnamese people ·and the dead American
people," Boehm said in the film.
The in-class workshops hosted an array
of guest speakers and class discussions. Mel
Mason, a former Black Panther Party member and current CSUMB counselor, spoke
with Service Learning and Institute of
Management
International
Entrepreneurship (IMIE) students about
the impending war. ''. War is always about
two things: money and political hegemony," said Mason. ''As we go bring 'social
justice' to Iraq we don't have social justice
in this country."
Mason's comments were not readily

International filmmaker and Vietnam documentarian, Tran Va n Th uy w as nonchalant
and
shooti ng
. comedic
·
.about his experiences
.
m the warw,th a ca mera inst ead
of
a gu n.
.

accepted however; much disagreement
and confusion arose among the students.
One student said he "didn't hear enough
logical reasons for no war .. . It made it
sound like it's all about oil when it is not a
black and white issue."
Perhaps the most awaited event of the
colloquium was the panel discussion.
Students and faculty gathered in the lobby
of the University Center to examine images
ofVietnam casualties and sweatshop workers displayed on poster boards by the Visual
and Public Arts (VPA) department. Inside
the conference room, people were huddled
around televisions, previe~ng Thuy's documentaries.
The panel consisted of Thuy, Martin and
Ila Mettee-McCutchon, who called herself
"a hawk between two male doves." MetteeMcCutchon is a retired colonel who served
for 26 years in the.U.S. army. She is also the
mayor of Marina. Having all served during
the Vietnam/ U.S. war, the panel was asked
what the United States should take away
from the conflict.
Martin worked in Vi~tnamese refugee
camps during and after the war through the
Mennonite Central Committee. He
reminded the audience to "keep focused on
the human face of war ... true security comes
through relationships of respect," said
Martin as he advocated for a third way to
peaceful resolution for the conflict in Iraq.

Ila Mettee-McCutchon, current Mayor of
Ma rina and Vietnam veteran, gave her opinions on the w ar back t hen and the war now.

Thuy, whose words were translated by
Tran, recounted the innumerable times
that he escaped death during the war as a
combat cameraman. People "shot each
other without knowing each other" and
because of this Thuy said he "didn't understand the meaning of death .. ~ There has got
to be a different way other than war."
Mettee-McCutchon focused on the
strategic lessons that the United States
should learn. "Strategic goals must be solid,
understandable, and achievable," said
Mettee-McCutchon. ''We need not only the
support of leaders and Congress but also
the support of the American people" before
we goto war.
After addressing their concerns, the
panel answered questions from the audience. Martin was quick to respond when
Mettee-McCutchon suggested that Iraq's
connection to terrorism is a threat to U.S.
national security. Martin refuted the official
, pronouncements that make this connection by saying that "the primary assertions
are a little dubious when viewed by an
impartial party." The crowd gave Martin a
round of applause.
None of the speakers thought that war
with Iraq is justified: Thuy said, the U.S.
"doesn't know the cause and effect of Asian
philosophy... whatever seeds we sow right
now will become fruits in our future."
Senior Kevin Miller said, "I! was spooky

Earl Martin, Vietnam veteran, told about his
life during and after the war in Vietnam. He
was one of the few soldiers that stayed to
help rebuild Vietnam after t he w ar.

to see what was going on in the Vietnam/
U.S. war and to see that we are going down
that same path we did 30 years ago .. . we
haven't learned from our mistakes in the
past."
The final event of the colloquium was a
discussion led by Martin about the Human
Shields for Iraq project and the Oil Self Tax
plan. The latter project is a plan by a group
of Martin's colleagues in .Pennsylvania t o
tax them 50 cep.ts per gallon of gas they
purchase.
The money collected has been used to
support alternative energy projects and the Human· Shield project. This project sends
community members to Iraq to be with the
p,eople and to stay with them if bombing
begins.· "For our own souls' sake we must
walk in solidarity with the Iraqi people,"
said Martin.
. An estimated 700 students and community members participated in at least one of
the events. Co-organizer Tran said the
event "could not have been at a better time
to help prepare our reflection of this
. impending war." Tran said participants
could "learn from history to reexamine current belief systems."
If you have any comments or questions
about the event or if you want to participate
in the plarming for next year's social justice
colloq~ium contact Gerald Shenk or Angie
Tran via First Class. ~ ·
March 26, 2003
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Up, Up and away!
By Marian Muhammad
MAR!AN_MUHAMMAD@CSUMB.EDU ,

Student housing rates will make an increase
of up to $555 next year including the cost of
the meal plan. Discussions have already
started in regards to the up and coming rate
increase and why it is at all-necessary. We all
know that mortgage is not cheap, especially
for a college campus but somebody has to
pay the bills so why not the students?
"Although I get financial aid ... I may have
to pay out of my own pocket ... I don't have
money," said freshmen Estela Hernandez.
With our recent -budget cuts many students are worried about how big of an
increase the CSU system is going to make
on student fees. Just how far will we have to
go until we are out of deficit and our
expenses are balanced with our revenue?
· Last April, the costs for living in the residence halls were set for the next three years
by the Foundation Board; fees have been
agreed upon until the 2004-05 school year.
Next fall the · rates for a single . room will
increase $255 placing the rate at $5,355 per
year. Doubles will increase $190, leaving the
rate at $3,990, and triples will go up by $165
putting the rate at $3,485 for next year.

Why you ask? "We need to bring addftional revenues in," said Andy Klingelhoefer,
director of the·office of Residential Life.
The renovation of dorm 211 is partly
responsible for the up and coming increase
in housing fees, given that it cost $6.5 million to renovate "It's more expensive to renovate than build new," said Klingelhoefer.
Not only are the housing fees on the rise
but also the meal plans. The meal plans are
set to increase $300 next year giving the
. students $2,200 to spend on food. Students .
who-live in the dorms have no other choice
but to take the meal plan package though
students who live in the campus apart ments are not required to purchase one.
The housing rates for campus apart ments are also on the rise; they will
_increase up to $50 by next year. "It's hard to
find a job and with prices going up everywhere, I don't know if I'll be able to pay,"
said sophomore Jesus 0. Lopez.
Although many students are in an uproar
about the recent budget crises and fee
increases, this university is still ranked
amongst the lowest for campus apartment
rates. Students may see it as a huge
increase but it seems CSUMB is getting
closer and closer tn the rates other CSU's
- are charging. It is fair to say that we live in a
society where very few things are cheap,
especially the housing. ~

A call for nominations
By Emily _
O berheim
EMILY_ OBERHEIM@CSUMB. EDU

practices. They have to achieve a cumula-.
tive grade-point average of at least 3.0.
Provost's Award for Exemplary Academic

Are you a senior getting ready to graduate Achievement A student must have faced
and would like to nominate yourself for a and overcome multiple challenges and or
commencement award? Ot are you a staff barriers .while pursuing ·a college .degree,
or faculty member wishing to nominate·a and achieved a .cumulative grade point
average of at least 3.5 or higher.
senior for an award?
April 7 is the application deadline for the Outstanding Senior Award for Tri-County
seven awards to be presented at the 2003 Achievement A student must have coordiCommencement Awards Ceremony. The nated a special project or activity for the triceremony will take place 4:30 -. 6:30 p.m. county community and serve as a positive
role model to other tri-county students.
· May 23 at the University Center.
The awards are: President's Award for Outstanding Senior Award for Social Justice
Exemplary Student Achievement, Provost's A student must have coordinated or particAward for Exemplary Academic Achievement, ipated in a project with the objective of
Outstanding Senior Award for Tri-County promoting equity ancf justice and or generAchievement, Outstanding Senior Award for ate awareness of the historically underSocial Justice, TheAlumniVIsionAward, Service served populations. The student must be
Learning Award, and the Scholar Athlete Award. seen as a strong agent of change.
Ruth Kim, Student Activities coordinator Alumni Vision Award Recognizes a graduatand Awards Ceremony chair, said, "There ing student (graduate or undergraduate)
are .different types of awards and I recom- who best exemplifies the Vision of CSUMB.
mend students to apply and faculty and Outstanding Senior.Scholar-Athlete Award A
staff to recommend student nominees for student-athlete is presented this award in recognition of exemplary academic achievement
the different type of awards."
Se_rvice Learning Award This award is given
Each award has different criteria:
President's Award for Exemplary Student to one graduate in each major who has
Achievement A student must have participa- demonstrated an exceptional commitment
tion and involvement as a student leader to service in the local community.
If you have more questions about the
and positive innovation and action with
demonstrated service back to ·the students awardsyou can find the application packof CSUMB. One had to serve on one or more ets in Building 44, in the FirstClass
university committees or task forces that Conferences/ Commencement Folder or at
focus on the CSUMB vision, policies and http://csumb.edu/ grad. ~
4 · J The Otter Realm
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WASC From Page 1 ..

The campus should receive the written
team report in May. On June 19, representatives from the campus, including the
president and provost, will meet with a
panel of commissioners to answer questions. The Accrediting Commission will
then gather on June 20 and send their
decision. CSUMB will be notified ii} early
July.
'
"We can take a step back, breathe, and
appreciate all of the extraordinary accomplishments the faculty, staff, and students
of CSUMB have achieved over the past 8

years," said Linda Stamps, the vice provost
for Institutional Effectiveness, in a written
statement. The quality of the work and
commitment of the campus community
was reflected in the evidence presented
to support CSUMB's case for initial
- accreditation.
At the end of the review, Ramaley presented a tile purchased by the team in
support of the university and the new
.Science Academic Center. "Take this as a
sign of our support ... and belief in the university," she said at the end of the review.
Inscribed on the tile will be the words,
"Live the vision." ~

Bolted down by Nazi hate
general," said Leyden.
At the mere age of 15, his violent temper
and actions began to catch the attention of
How can a man who covered his body in local skinheads, and soon had even started
Nazi symbols, fought for the death of Jews, his own skinhead group in Redlands,
and recruited teenagers into the hate California. At age 21, Leyden joined the
movement become one of the nation's United States Marines where he prospered as
most persuasive advocates for the impor- a leading recruiter, organizer and propagantance of diversity and cultural apprecia- dist for the white supremacist movement.
"I would hand out the Turner Diaries
tion? This question floated through the
minds of all audience members on Friday, while in uniform to anyone that would take
March 7, when TJ Leyden told of his it from me," said Leyden.
Leyden had much to say regarding the
remarkable transformation.
A confident gentleman stood in front of United States military, as well as their take
the stage at the BBC, pacing back and forth on racial prejudice. The Marine Corp
as random stragglers filed into the rather claimed they were unaware of the meaning
empty seating area. A Powerpoint presen- behind his numerous tattoos; one includtation sat in front of the viewers .with the ing blackened Nazi bolts, a double SS, on
his neck. (Having this tattoo .means you
words "StrHate Talk" in bright red.
"I want to start off by stating that there have killed a minority).
After being discharged for heavy fightipg
will be some rather racist terms used
throughout my speech," said Leyden. "This and drinking, Leyden married a woman
is not to offend anyone, or to seem as who was known to be deeply committed to
though I'm bragging. It's merely to help you the white supremacist movement, and
eventually brought two young children into
understanµ what I am about to tell you."
How often can you say you've sat down their hate-filled environment.
The turning point for Leyden arose from
to watch a speaker who throws a disclairrieryour ~ay, before even starting? What about ' his children. This incident involved his
a speaker - that uses such graphic detail child calling his father out, and using racial
when describing a fight scene that each slurs, at the mere age of three. Since this
audience member cringes, and some even slap in the face, he has turned away from
turn pale? -This was the atmosphere as the hateful lifestyle that he once led.
"He is the only known former skinhead
Leyden told his story.
After fifteen years as a neo-Nazi white to leave the movement and retain his own
supremacist activist and recruiter, Tom "TJ" name," said Judy Shepard, Executive
Leyden experienced a profound change of Director of ·the Matthew Shepard
heart, turned away from hate, and began Foundation.
He eventually walked himself to the
teaching tolerance.
Leyden grew up during the "punk rock Museum of Tolerance in Los Angeles,
movement,'~also known as the -grunge or California, and turned _over every bit of
alternative era now. His close-knit Irish- · racial evidence he ever possessed. Since
Catholic family was centered in Fontana, then, he has worked for the . Simon
California. An earth shattering divorce Wiesenthal Center, teaching on the culture
from his parents pushed him into the punk of hate and the importance in fighting back
rock scene, which gave him an outlet for his against it.
However, he continues to live his life in
anger. He would verit his anger by slam
dancing, and fighting at weekend concerts. fear. Leyden receives death threats on a
"We would fight the band if they sucked, regular basis and must take "extraordinary
kids in the crowd if they hit us wrong while measures to protect myself from my former
pitting, or merely because we were bored in friends," said Leyden. ~
By Jody Bowland

JODY_BOWLANO@ CSUMB.EDU

Stalin's War
By Adriana Gomez
ADRIANA_ GOMEZ@CSUMB.EDU

Stalin's War is a hardcore punk band originated in Santa Cruz by its founding members Moana Strom (lead vocals) and Matt
Cleaver (guitar). ·
The remaining members are John
Christopher Van Lanen (guitar), Rocky
Allemandi (bass) and Rick Holbrook
~ (drums).

The distinctiveness of this rock band
comes from its female lead, Moana Strom.
"Being a female in front is tough, especially
in a male dominated scene/' said Strom, "I
find that many guys in the hardcore scene
feel that girls are supposed to be on the side
lines, looking cute, not on the stage." She's
occasionally mistaken for a groupie when
seen before gigs.
But despite the disadvantages ·of being a
female lead, Strom does get encouragement too. "I also find a tremendous amount

of support from the girls, not just in the tired from driving all night, he keeps us make a positive change and create political
scene, but everywhere," said Strom.
awake, and keeps us laughing," said Strom. awareness," said Allemandi.
Strom and Cleaver have been in the
The summer of 2001 Stalin's War was
Their vegan, vegetarian and straight edge
group since the beginning. "He writes the forced to cancel a planned tour ~o find a beliefs are also common topics in their
music, takes care of the equipment and replacement drummer. After auditioning music. The · focus of the song entitled
basically manages the band," said Strom. the part was given to Rick Holbrook. "Rick "Death Warrant" is cruelty to animals and
His influences are in the punk and hardcore is the one with all the good ideas, and is the ·"Peace and Freedom'' is on the subject of
genre, but he also listens ·to Classical and glue of the band," said Strom, "Without a police brutality. They're all about making
Jazz.
.
drummer we would be nowhere." Since the _people aware of what's going on in_the
Rocky Allemandi, senior at CSUMB, final lineup, the group has had many world politically, not only in the music but
joined the group as a replacement for the accomplishments.
also by distributing contact and current
band's first tour. He became the .band's
They released, "Because Man Invented event information about animal rights, polbassist after practicing ten hours a day, for a War" the band's first independent album in itics and vegan issues. Besides the music
week. "I~ve never worked at something so 1999,which was followed by a tour a year being about politics, it also has the song
hard," said Allemandi. He also said the later from California to Nevada. In the past "Face Off," written in dedication to a friend
band brought a sense of unity because of year, Stalin's War has toured Santa Cruz and of the band that died of a heroine overdose.
the band members and also the support the·surrounding areas. If you've seen them
The strong points of the album are the
from other independent bands. "Although before, it might have beeh at The Ocean solos and passionate lyrics. It also adds to
their albums are great, it does them no jus- Thunder in Monterey. They also released the growing tre_nd in female-led punk
tice," said Dave Gamble of the band Minor their second album (self-titled) in 2001 and bands. The·album has a good dose of pashave recently completed a new album.
Catastrophe. "Stalin's War are.great live."
sion but to get the full effect you have to go
They also play with other bands, such as Los
The music of Stalin's War is everything to their show and take in some of the highDryheavers, Uzi Suicide, and xOver the Topx.
your parents warned you about: anger, energy aura.
Van Lanen joined the group three frustration, political activism and intense
So what have we learned? Females can·
months after the first tour, as the rhythm, sound. Although they ·come off as rebel- , lead punk bands too and the truth is still
guitarist. "John is the funny one. When lious teens, they have a worthy cause. "We out there. Check out their website at
we're bummed about something, or totally hope to make people open to new things, www.stalinswar.org ~

.Turtle Island pays tribute to Miles Davis
Mexican sounds, beginning with a rich viola
MORNING_VASQUEZ@CSUMB.EDU
solo quickening and intensifying using vig- ·
orous plucking and rhythmic changes. The
Wednesday March 12 at the World Theatre violins were used as percussive instruments
Turtle Island String Quartet performed with the players slapping the wood.
In the second half of the program the
using unorthodox methods for a classical
string quartet such as a jazz viola and a spirit of Miles Davis breathed life into the
cello being used alternately as a bass and group's playing. "Seven Steps tp Heaven''
percussive instrument. In a program enti- brought the- instruments closer to horns
tled "Blue in Green: The Legacy of Miles with cello and viola solos.
The cello and viola began unannounced
Davis," the group paid special tribute to
in a bluesy, sultry exchange in "My Funny
jazz legend, Miles Davis.
The first half of the program consisted of Valentine." In "Milestones" Mark Summer
five songs, three of which were from the used his the cello like a bass going places a
group's Grammy nominated . album, cello has not gone before, up and down the
Danzon. Each was introduced from the fingerboard.
"Blue in Green'' began with a memorable
stage beforehand by the quartet's memviolin solo, the piece becoming heavily layered
bers, in keeping with the jazz tradition.
"Strapanging," a jazz- rock extravaganza, and impassioned to calm and tranquil lines.
The final piece "On Green ·Dolphin
detailed a subway ride in NewYork. The piece
was fast, then slow in the style of jazz. Chaotic, Street," by Bronislav Kaper roused a standthen peaceful. The cello was used alternately ing ovation. It began with a swing flavor,
and again, viola player Danny Seidelberg
as a solo and percussive instrument.
"You've Changed," a jazz standard with a showed his versatility with his instrument
distinct Cuban-American flavor, the strains in a solo. The sound changed to a Rumba
of bossa-nova making you want to get up with some · amazing pluc~ng technique
from all four instruments.
anddance.
During intermission one student said
Excerpts from Beethoven and contemporary jazz bassist, Ron Carter were wed- that the group sounded like background
ded in a piece called "Shizzo Grosso," music in keeping with the traditional string
arranged by Evan Price, the second violin- quartet reputation. Upon leaving, another
ist. The piece developed into intensive jazz student said that she'd heard other classical
riffs by each player resolving in a classical groups doing jazz before. "It sounded like
elevator music," said Sara Klein, a
trademark entrance.
"Wapango" a heavily percussive and Teledramatic Arts and Technology senior.
rhythmic piece pulled upon traditional "But they made it sound like jazz." ~
By Morning Star Vasquez

SEX

AND.
THE

_ unzver

CITil

SEX 101 PART VI: EMERGENCY CONTRACEPTION
Parenthood or her reproductive health - clinician
You and your partner are in the middle of getting it
within 72 hours.
,
on and the worst thing happens. It is worse than
falling asleep, passing gas or screaming out the
Emergency contraception is used in the case of
wrong name in the throws of passion. The condom
unprotected vaginal intercourse. Emergency contracomes off or breaks during sex, Do you know what
ception is provided in two ways: using increased
you shoDld and should not do in this situation?
doses of certain oral contraceptive pills or the inserIf the condom comes off or breaks during inter- tion of a copper intrauterine device, commonly
course, you should pull out quickly and replace it.
known as an IUD. The IUD needs to be inserted
Men should be able to tell what it feels like if-a conwithin five to seven days after the unprotected vagidom breaks during sex. If you do not know what it
nal intercourse. The emergency contraception pills
feels like try this: wear a condom during masturbawork best if taken within seventy-two hours, reduction and purposefully break it.
ing the risk of pregnancy by about a s~enty-five to
If semen leaks out, washing the area with soap
eighty-nine percent. It can work up to one hundred
and water is advisable for external areas only.
and twenty hours after the unprotected sex.
A female freshman confided a tip that a friend
Emergency contraceptive pills are the only form availhad told her during a discussion of emergency conable at the CSUMB Health Center. Planned Parenthood
traception. Upon hearing this solution, I reacted by
offers both forms of emergency contraception.
twisting my legs in a painful/protective gesture.
The CSUMB Health Center and Planned
"Not like I speak from experience or anything, but
Parenthood can also test you for sexually transmitword on the street is that after sex if you put some
ted infections and will perform a free pregnancy
Coca Cola up your cooter it will ki ll al l the sperm. I · test for CSUMB students. Staff and faculty will be
guess if you think about how gross coke is and how
charged if their health insurance does not cover it.
it can clean a car's· engine if you put it on one, this
If you do become pregnant, the CSUMB Health
could be a very viable solution to pregnancy scares,"
Center can help direct you once you have decided to
said the freshman .
either keep or terminate the pregnancy. Please conIf the semen leaks into the vagina during a tact the CSUMB Personal Growth and Counseling
woman's fertile period, do NOT use coke or any.other
Center if you are undecided about your decision.
solution to douche with . Douching can actually
They can help to counsel you through making the
work against you and push the semen further up
correct decision for you and your child .
the vagina.
If the condom does break or come off a woman
Calling all comments, suggestions and editions to Sex 101. Please
needs to visit the CSUMB Health Center, Planned
email my Public Relations Director at carolyn_drouin@csumb.edu.
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Rediscovering our ancestry in The History of Mestizaje
By Morning Star Vasquez and Emily Oberheim

former John Santos.
objectivism and subordination that
CLFSA (Chicano Latino Student Faculty Brazilian women have faced, and continue
EMILY_0BERHEIM@CSUMB.EDU
Staff Association), BSU (Black Student to face in their daily lives.
Union); M.E.ChA (Movimimiento Estudiantl
She showed images of two Brazilian
March 3-March 7 marked the first week of a Chicano de Aztlan) and VPA sponsored these women, XuXa, a valued representative in
two-week long exploration of our common events.
Brazilian media, and Valeria Valensca, a
histories and shared ancestry within the
In the Fireplace Room of the University mulatto globeleza whose image has been
Americas.
Center about 20 students and some faculty prominent since 1993. XuXa is a white
"We did this in part because .of the fis- attended the Wednesday night event of woman of European ancestry with very
sures · seen in the student body," said Women's Poetry and Art. Benmayor, an pale skin and blond hair. Presently no black
Amalia Mesa-Bains, director of the Visual instructor in HCOM, called if "a journey women are portrayed in Brazil's media
and Performing Arts (VPA) department and exploring what has been made lost, using although South America has the largest
speaker in the events. "White students history and present day manifestations."
black population in the world second only
thinking that Latino students were getting
Pan y pasteles were served as first presenter to Nigeria said Caldwell.
too much privilege. Black students not feel- Mesa-Bains.showed caste paintings that illusValensca is a symbol for TV globo neting connected to Latino students~ We trated the mixture of Indigenous, Spanish. work and a global beleza (beauty). She was
wanted to reintroduce or reexamine the European and African races in 18th century shown in Carnival regalia painted in gold
idea of Mestizaje as a contemporary-way of Mexico. These paintings appeared to be and then only covering centimeters .with
acknowledging that we in fact all have a serene and beautiful renditions of family, but her large hips accentuated, a very sensual
· if you looked close underneath each painting and provocative image. The historical
shared history in the Americas."
The History of Mestizaje: Colloquia on was an inscription of what caste the woman · image of the "wet nurse," or "Mammy," was
African, Indigenous, & European Sources of belonged to, what caste the man belonged to, portrayed in a United Colors of Benetion .
Identity in Americas used art and music, and subsequently their offspring.
billboard advertisement showing a white
"They accounted for 53 different combi- baby nursing from a black woman's breast. .
presentations and lectures to illustrate the
historical and political ramifications of nations that could arise out of Indigenous,
Continuing in the strain of contemporary
three races coming together, Indigenous, Spanish and African ancestry," said Mesa- manifestations Benmayor used the individBains. It was a way of regulating and con- ual experiences of her students. Three stoAfrican and European.
The events began with the movies trolling the social sphere, and a form of ries were told through digital storytelling.
"Mambo Mouth," in which actor /come- apartheid. From the beginning people were Mireya Albarran's digital story "Broccoli
dian John Leguizamo plays 7 different burdened and plagued by the categories of Daze" chronicled her childhood as a
Latino roles, and "Black Orpheus," a film set separation; there were laws that forbid . daughter of Mexican immigrants whose
in Rio de Janeiro and based on the legend, mulatta women to wear lace, satin and gold main source of sustenance was the broccoli
"Orpheus and Eurydice." Wednesday, jewelry so as not to be confused with a they picked in the fields.
March 5 Mesa-Bains, Kia Caldwell, Rina woman of another caste said Mesa-Bains.
Diana Garcia, the University's resident
Benmayor and Diana Garcia presented
Caldwell, professor iri HCOM and poet, chose pieces that addressed the comWoman's Poetry and Art through lecture teacher of African American studies used plexity of being of mixed race in the United
and presentations. The International the 19th century Brazilian Adage: Branca se States. "People make assumptions based
Women's Day ~vent took place Thursday casar (a white woman for marrying) Mulato upon what you look like," said Garcia. "If
March 6 in the University Center, and the para fornicar (a mulato for fornicating) you're a certain color they as·s ume that you
events ended Friday, March 7 with a musi- Preta para culinary (a black · woman for have familiarity with a certain culture.
cal presentation by Afro-Latin Jazz per- cooking) to illustrate the idealization, Assumptions are made about your life
experience, how you dress, how you look,
what you eat."
Garcia read her own "These Old Rags," a
poem about her experience one day while
working in her garden and being mistaken
for the 'help.' She read a poem about a light
skinned African-American woman entitled
"Passing" who could ·pass for either race,
and "Like the Trails of Ndakinna," a person
of French and Indian ancestry who is startled at her own image which bears the
fesemblance of her forefathers.
A room full of people showed up at
Thursday's event, The Fifth Annual
International Woinyn's Day. A crowd of
women and their spouses, friends,
boyfriends and. supporters showed up to
hear the women speakers, women dancers
and many others were there to support the
local women in our community.
The highlight of the event was the readings from the Gustavus Myers Award winning book, Telling to Live: Latina Feminist
. Testimonio. The writers themselves with
intensity and thrill did the readings. The stories told were about seven women and their
lives from childhood to adulthood; the stoMany wome_n's rights organizations set up booths to raise awareness to all that attended.
MORNI NG_ VASQUEZ@CSUMB.EDU
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ries encompassed their professions and told
how they got to be where they were. Most of
the women in the stories talked about the
different stages of certain experiences.
One of the speakers, Patricia Zavella, a
Director of the Chicano/Latino Research at
UC Santa Cruz, spoke about the experiences of these women getting together to
create the book. · She explained how each
woman's goals were different when they
first came together but in the end they created a masterpiece.
Celia Alverez, one of the writers said, "I
hope our telling and sharing of our stories
inspires you to tell your own and create circles of dialogue, find in our differences the
commonalities within''.
A celebration of a local woman and one of
the founding members of CSUMB was done
in a presentation about Cecilia Burciaga.
The presentation was to recognize all she
has done for the community and CSUMB.
She cared about the vision of CSUMB in the
first days of the campus..Cecilia gave words
of thanks in a short speech.
Toward the back of the room were different tables set -up with programs on campus.
and off campus. They included: Planned ;
Parenthood, Peace Coalition of Monterey
County,
Women's
Crisis
Center,
Community Action Partnership, CSUMB's
Multicultural Feminist Group, Citizenship
Project, and the Chicano/Latino Grad club.
The weeklong events ended with a presentation by John Santos in the Music Hall.
Very few students attended this night. In a
long presentation Santos spoke .with animation about the development of Latin
Jazz, which he says permeates our modern
day sounds in genres such as rock and pop.
He spoke of the Rumba, the Bomba, and
the Danzon each manifestations of African
influence in Cuba.
"The music is who we are as Americans,"
said Santos. "The styles, lyrics, developments tell a story about our cultural, social
and political history." ~

Photography offers insight

The body of work is a questioning·
of our own assumptiorzs of race

trasted with the youth of her granddaughter and those of others. The only way
who is of mixed heritage.
In Central America, Gleaton traveled to be completely universal' is to be
In its final days, The History of Mestizaje: through the countries of El Salvador,
Colloquia on African, · Indigenous and Nicaragua, Honduras and Panama captur- completely personal.
GLEATON
European Ancestry presented a key com- ing "Pero no hay negros en El Salvador"
ponent in the exploration of our shared (But there are no Negroes in El Salvador), a
ancestry in the Americas through the black picture of two boys in a Barber Shop and
"The Extasis of Santa Ana'' (The Ecstasy of
and white photography ofTony Gleaton.
The pieces, 44 in all, are from the collec- St. Anne), in Livingston, Guatamala, a
tion "Tengo Casi 500 Anos-I Have Almost woman caught in ecstasy at her kitchen
500 Years, Africa's Legacy In Mexico, Central sink among others.
Gleaton continues into South America
and South America'' and are on display in
through Colombia, the mountains of
the library.
BSU (Black Student Union), M.E.Ch.A. Ecuador, Peru, and down· to Uruguay, his
(Moviemiento Estudiantl Chicano de photographs telling a similar story of
Aztlan), CLFSA (Chicano, Latina, · Student ancestry and race. The collection "Tengo
Faculty Association) and VPA brought Casi 500 Anos" totals 120 photographs.
Gleaton is . quick to point out that the
Gleaton to the CSUMB campus to mingle
with students, discuss his work and share photographs do not capture a moment but
rather manipulate it. "They are completely
his insights the week before spring break.
The body of work can be described as a contrived," h,e said. ''But a lot of little lies
Tony Gleaton entertained questions from the audience about he presentation.
love affair between artist ·a nd work. "It was add up to a greater truth." The power of the
the same rapture as if I had fallen in love collection comes from the suggestion that too white, too thin, too rich." This, he said, is preted individually, but perhaps by taking
a modern day manifestation of a colonial yet another look at the photographs of the
with a woman," said Gleaton. "That same there is more than what meets the eye.
And that greater truth? Gleaton wouldn't past. "The body of work is a questioning of various men, women and ·children in
enthrallment with something outs,ide
know. "I went into the project thinking I our own .assumptions of race and those of Mexico, Central and South America will
myself."
His interest was sparked in -the project knew everything, but discovered that I knew · others. The only way to be completely uni- lead us to a greater understanding and
appreciation of our common ancestry in
while he was living in the mountains.. of nothing." Srn@er glimmers of truth came versal is to be completely personal."
What Gleaton rpeans by this cap be inter- the Americas/~:
Mexico. He discovered that African slaves from his·assertion; "there is no such thing as
had worked in the mines of Hidalgo de
Parra in Chihuhua 400 years ago. He was
spurred to begin a project that centered in
the coastal lowlands of Guerrero and
Oaxaca (pronounced Wa.-ha-cha) Mexico,
continuing throughout most of Central
America and as far south as Uruguay in
South America.
The photographs are intimate and direct.
They show children, men and women, and
families about their daily lives, in their traditions and customs. "Tres Hermanas," shot
in Oaxaca, shows three girls smiling happily
for the camera; their mixed ancestry is evident in their faces. "La Boda de Murillo y
Teresa'' shows a arranged marriage between
an Indigenous girl and a young African
man. Perhaps the most powerful of _the
images shot in Mexico is "Abrazo de la
memoria'' (Embrace of Memory) a picture . Tony Gleaton gave an intimate presentation of his photos focusing on his representation of African Heritage in Mexico and South America on
of an old woman of African decent con- Thu.rs. the 13th in the Music Hall at 6:30pm
......................................................................................................................·....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................·-........... .
about 150 people coming and going bled a more hardcore version of the Christian happen, it was amazing," said Greta Dobie,
one of the organizers of the event. "It was a
throughout the night seemed a bit on the modern rock band, Everyday Sunday.
Following the music portion of the show, lot ofmeetings and a lot of staff that we had
crazy side as they sat in the wet grass in the
By Adriana Gomez
dark, cold night for what might have been a band member gave a testimony of the tri- to deal with."
ADRIANA_GOMEZ@CSUMB.EDU
"I thought that the night was pretty prosconceived as just another punk band. But als he has faced in his life and how he got
the lyrics and the speeches revealed a mes- through them with his Christianity. Student · perous and a lot of fun," said Macnair, who
Christian Rock bands Kaizen and Second sage · far deeper then the average visiting speaker Macnair also gave a heartfelt, is also a member of Otter · Christian
inspirational speech about God's presence Fellowship.
Nature rocked the quad March 6 with more indie band.
For more information on Kaizen, visit
Kaizen blared out their distortj,on laden in his life through his times of despair.
than just a new sound-they had a message.
This event was seen as a major success by their website at www.kaizenmusic.com. For
The show headlining Kaizen ·with opening chord riffs with passionate punk style lyrics
act Second Nature and topped off by student based on Christianity, the disappointments in the Otter Christian Fellowship and came as · more information on the Otter Christian
speaker James Macnair, was sponsored by life and God. The band even stuck around the result of a lot of time and planning. "For Fellowship, e-mail Julie Scott or the Otter
·afterwards to talk and hangout with anyone all the hard work that Otter Christian Christian Fellowship conference folder on
the Otter Christian Fellowship.
To the average passerby the crowd of and everyone. Their sound somewhat resem- Fellowship put towards making the event FirstClass. ~
By Morning Star Vasquez
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Visual and Public Art senior k. tollefson kessey numerous awards including the International
creates several styles of art to educate and Women's Alliance Award for sculpture, and has
interact closely with people of all ages. A received offers to showcase her art in Paris. She
painter since she was three years old, she has has also been very involved with charity aucadded photography, sculptu·re, 3-D installa- · tions for the past fifteen years. And she did all
tions, and digital imaging to her artistic palette. of this while trying to raise three children (two
She creates art because, ".It's a part of my of them now grown).
So why, after all of these accomplishments,
nature. It feeds me."
k. tollefson kessey has been showcased in would she want to come tQ CSUM.B?
exhibitions around the country, received
"CSUMB & VPA are extremely focused on
community contributions/ involvement-I can
not get this anywhere else. After doing juried
shows for a long time I realized that my success' there were always anti-climatic. It was
because . it was just me and my 'art'-pretty
boring. I learned from working with students
that art really comes alive when you share it
and its creation is a collective experience. You
never know where it is going to take you-and
that is the adventure I want to continue."
This CSUMB artist has been a part-time student "forever," and is working toward her goal to
teach other students how to create and appreciate art. "I want to' teach Junior College because
of the diversity in the people that attend."
k.tollefson kessey's last community project was
with the YMCA helping kids design and build costumes and a fioat for the "First Night" parade. She
is currently .. talking -to the YMCA about impl~me.n ting a recycled -art progr·a_m for children.~ .
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Sports Brief
By ·skip Powers
JOHN_POWERS@CSUMB.EDU

After completing his fourth year at the
helm as the head coach of the CSUMB
men's basketball team, Bill Mcclintock has
called it quits, resigning from his position
in the program.
"He (McClintock) asked to be reassigned,"
Director .of Athletics Bill Trumbo said. "We
have discussed this for some time."
McClip.tock led the Otters ~o a 15-1~
overall record this season, and finished
conference play 10-4, eventually losing in
the first round of the Cal-Pac Tournament
to CSU Hayward.
There will be a full-length story on the resignation of McClintock in theApril 16issue. ~
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Colin's Column.
By Colin Pf aff
COL! N_:PFA.FF@CSUMB.EDU

Faren Lauser lines up her shot for the San Jose Invitational held at
the Corral De Tierra Golf Course.

Katy Murphy drives a long one out th e.re for her fellow·Lady Otters.

"Sub-Par" performance
By <;hris Ashton

The Otters continued action by traveling
to the Chico State Women's Invitational at
Butte Creek Country Club in Chico on
At first glance it would not appear that the Mar.10 and 11. Their performance at this
Lady Otter Golf Team has the season under tournament was not stunning, but rather a
control. One who makes this prediction · good learning experience for the younger
based solely on their national ranking may players on the team.
Juergens said, "We didn't do well and
be correct. However, the Otters have been
able to maintain a first -place ranking in the that's because we left our top 3 players at
NAIA Cal '-Pac division since the beginning home to prepare for the following tournaof the 2003 season.
· ment. I took girls to this tournament who .
Recently the Otters competed in the San normally don't have the opportunity to
Jose State Invitational· at Corral de Tierra compete which allowed them to gain tour7
Country Club on March 4 and 5. The Otters nament experience."
Had Juergens decided to take the top
did not compete as well as hoped, finishing
in last place. The Otters· used this tourna- three players, the outcome may have been
more positive, but because the Chico tourment solely for experience.
Teams that competed in this tournament nament was not an NAIA points event that
were NCAA Division I, except for the Otters would have helped their national ranking,
who are NAIA Division II. Three of the 14 Juergens felt best at giving other players the .
teams that competed were ranked in the opportunity to compete.
O(the five Otters that competed, Rikki
top 15 in the nation for NCAA Division I.
"This tournament was just good experience Pani placed highest in 11th place with
for our players," said Head Coach Marcia rounds of 85,86. Other scores were;
Juergens. ·"They were able to test themselves Samantha Clawson 89,87; Anna Pozzi ·
89,93; Alison Sahli 96,93; and Jenny Arakaki
against some of the nation's best players."
CHRIS_ ASHTON@CSUMB.EDU

with 109, 93.
Arakaki showed the biggest improvement over the two-.day tournament with a
second round 93. "I am pleased with
Arakaki's performance, she stuck it ~ut and
caine back the second day," said Juergens.
"We didn't play very well at all, but I know
we are doing well in our conference and
should finish the season above the rest if we
keep playing well in our Cal-Pac tournaments," said Sahli.·
Sp.ould the Otters continue ~o compete
well in their Cal-Pac tournaments they will
head to the Cal-Pac Conference
Championships in late April. Until then,.the
Otters need to improve their national ranking by competing well when they travel to
Phoenix, Arizona to compete in.the Grand
Canyon Invitational on March 30:-April 1.
"We are excited about this tournament,
where the top three players will be back in
action," said Juergens.
Competing in the Grand Canyon tournament will be Faren Lauser, Katy Murphy,
Jessica Prather, Anna Pozzi, and Samantha
Clawson. ~
·

Angel fans, don't expect to be in the World
Series again; I heard your monkey died
from alcohol poisoning in a post-game
party. Giant fans, don't expect to be there
either, with the loss of the best 'm anager in
baseball, your destiny lies in Chicago.
Otter · fans, come spend a beautiful
Saturday afternoon at the Sixth Street baseball field, where you'll ·see other rowdy
Otter fans barbecuing dogs and sipping
suds under the sun.
To Otter fans that. didn't know, Yes,
Virginia, we have a Golf team. The Men's
team finished 7th in the na,tion and dominate at their home course of Bayonet.
With a little muscle, the Warriors have
already won X # of games than last year and
are actually on the Boykins of a playoff birth.
Shaquille, Kobe, & Jackson, although
sounding more like a law firm than the
nucleus of a NBA team, they may possibly
be the best trio of all time.
·With March Madness coming, male
attendance in classes should drop like 'overrated Louisville in the 1st round.
To all bored students Otters, corp.e support one of the many teams and clubs all
semester which range · from baseball to
women's rugby.
To all spring break hopefuls: Don' t drink
the water! .Remember, anything that hap~-=·
pens in Mexico, will get back to campus.
Happy Partying ~
March 26, 2003
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. tory at Spring Hills Country Club in
vyatsmwille o:q., March 6. The-Otters swept
the first three . spots to outdistance CSU
By Skip Powers
on Feb. 20 the Otters made a statement to Hayward 293 to 310.
JOHN_pOWERS@CSUMB.EDU
Holy Names and the rest of the Cal-Pac. As
Streatfeild led the way for the Otters with
a team, the Otters shot a 289·on the par-71 a 2-under-par 70. Streatfeild was closely
For the past four seasons the CSUMB men's course, outdistancing Holy Names and the followed by teammates Martinez and
golf team has firmly rested atop the Cal-Pac rest of the field by 8 strokes.
Kuehl, who shot. a I-over-par 73, and a 3Conference. As the spring season starts to
The Otters were led by freshman Phillip over-par 74 respectively. "
bloom, the Otters find themselves in the · Martinez who shot an even 71 on the 6886Four days ·late! the Otters took their hot
unfamiliar position of being the hunters yard Monarch Bay Golf Course in ·San streak to The Santiauz Club in Del Mar to
and not the hunted.
Leandro. Martinez was closely followed by partake in the 53rd SoCal. Intercollegiate
Although ranked No. 13 in the nation by · senior teammates Jason Patterson, who fin-. Championship. Despite placing~sixth out of
Golfstat.com, the Otters trail fellow ished with a.I-over-par 72, and Drew Kuehl seven teams, the Otters got a strong indiConference members Holy Names College with a 2-over-par 73. Streatfeild al~o fin- vi.dual performance by Streatfeild, who
-1n the Cal-Pac standings.
ished the day with a 2-over-par 73.
scorched the field by placing first out of 41
In ctmferenc~ play last fall, CSUMB ·was
Just four days later the Otters took to the golfers. Streatfeild finished the .two-day .
unable to field a team to play in a Cal-Pac links at the prestigious Roadrunner tournament with a 3-over-par 216.
tournament hosted by Maritime Academy Invitational; finishing fifth out of eight
With two more Cal-Pac tournaments and
due to a schedule conflict. The scheduling teams. The competitive field included Cal the Cal-Pac Championships ahead on the
mishap was one of the main reasons the Poly from the NCM and four other teams Otters' busy schedule, CSUMB has season
Otters took a dive in the rankings. Since teams that are ranked in the top 20 in the NAIA by left to take back the Cal-Pat throne. ''As the
season goes on we are looking pretty good
receive points for each Cal-Pac tournament · Golfstat.com.
they participate in, the Otters received an · The Otters had a strong individual show~ to make a jump back to the top of the Cal· ing finishing three in the top 20 led by Pac standings," Calder said.
automatic zero for their no-::show.
Despite the rankings, ·the Otters are opti- Streatfeild, who placed third in the three- · For the first time in the Otters' storied
mistic that they can regain their old form. round par-216 tournament with~ 2-under- program there is no margin for error. Every
With a Cal-Pac win at the CSU Hayward par 214. In the second round Streatfeild- drive, chip and putt means more than they .
Tournament and a good showing at the came back to the Seven Oaks Country Club - did in the .past. Even though the Otters'
Roadrunner Invitational hosted by CSU clubhouse .with a _4~under-par 68 on the backs are to the wall, the momentum they
Bakersfield, the Otters are gaining moinen- par-72 course . .The Otters also got ·strong · are creating for themselves early this spring
tum at the right time. "We have some performances by junior Mark Calder, who might propel them back atop the leader
potential with the younger guys that came .finished the three rounds tied for 17th with board.
"If we play our game, I don't know anyin," the Australian native junior Andrew a 9-over-par 225, and Patterson who ·
Streatfeild said. "We just have to put it all chipped in with a l~th place finish with a one in the Cal-Pac that can beat us," Calder
together."
·
11-over-par 227. · "
·
·
said. "We know we are better; we don't
The Otters got another key Cal-Pac vie- worry about it."~
_At the CSU Hayward Tournament held

Men's golf springs into Cal-Pac play
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Otter Baseball

Kihn were able to come galloping home to ·
bring the score to a tie.
The-runs did not stop there: Bacon finished
Jacob Pickering
the inning by gaining a run shattering the tie
JACOB_PICKERING· ESQUIBEL@CSUMB.EDU
and pulling the Otters ahead in the game.
Wait! Trying their hardest, Bethany still
The CSUMB baseball club has been up to its could not gain any runs in the third inning.
usual bat -swinging action these past two On the other hand the Otters used
weeks, playing against Bethany and Fresno Bethany's error at third base so Dekleer
Pacific. The team has had some close games. could get home safely. Bacon tried the_
Starti'ng off with the game on Feb. 28 the same thing but the dust from his sliding
Otters played Bethany at home at twelve O' must have gotten in the umpires eyes
clock. The sun was out and the coast wind because he called a safe run out.
.The Otters were up until the last inning,
was breezing through the field as pitcher
Collin Martin switched his throwing arm to when Bethany made four runs to pull
strike mode, -With Erik Adams ready to ahead of the Otters leaving the score 10-7.
On March 8 the Otters are played Fresno
_
catch as they started the first inning.
The action picked up ·quickly in the sec- Pacific. The Otters were looking at a double
ond inning, which was packed with runs header this time; the first game lasted seven
and close outs. Bethany picked up four innings with plenty of long balls.
The game did not start until the bottom
runs in the inning, but was cut short when
a runner on first tried to steal second, jun- of the third inning, when Behling came up
ior catcher Adams threw a zipping ball to to bat. The game was scoreless and there
second base just in time for Doug Cannon were no runners on base. His mighty swing
smashed the ball to the top of the wall at
to make the final out of the inning.
The Otters retaliated with . two runs of the edge of center field. This gave him
their own in the bottom of the second enough time to run to second base.
Treyor Foley followed and hit a rocketing
inning. Then in the powerful third inning
-mree more runs were brought in. Two of the grounder just past second base, ·sending
three were a result of Cooper Bacon knock- Behling home for the first run of the game.
The second run came from Jorge Vega
ing a single so Thom D~kleer and Andy
10
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from an error at first base.
When asked about Fresno Andrew Kihn
said, "They have no pitching." This statement became very true when Fresno's
pitcher made a wild pitch,,allowing Bacon
to come home for the final and winning
run, making the score 3-2.
That was not the only game that was .
played that day. After a small break the
Otters picked up their bats and gloves and
went back to the field to defend their home
turf once again. This time the gaII)e was a
total of ten intense innings, which inc;luded
plenty of jaw-·dropping plays and a very
surprising com.eback.
The first and second inning Fresno came
back strong from the break and scored
eight runs to the Otters' two. Not letting
their spirits down the Otters looked at this
as a·challenge. Making his first appearance, .
Colin Pfaff came up and slammed the ball
out between center and left field for a ·
cheering triple,.bringing in two more runs.
The scoring did not stop there. Brian
Laatcsh also scored twice, raising the score to
8-6 in favor of Fresno Pacific. Following
Laatsch to the plate BehliJlg and Trevor Foley;
each added another run to the tally. Now the
Otter's score has passed Fresno's and are ahead
by one run at the end of the eighth-inning.
The top of the ninth inning Fresno- had

-- 5 prn-7 pm CSUMB Baseball Held. Free. Contact

Amber Magner via FirstClass.

e~rr tuesd~y Srfriday.
CSUMB Dance

two outs and managed to bring home two
rul}s before the Otters could make the final
out. That was not the last chance the Otters
had to come back. In ·the bottom of the
ninth inning the Otters scored from an
error, bringing the score to a tie.
Fresno stepped up to start the top of the
tenth inning and scored only one run,
breaking the tie arid holding the chance to
win. The Otters never stopped, rallying desperately to score. Fresno held them and did
not allow them to score any more runs. The
final score: Otters 10, Fresno 11. ~ ,

IT'S ELECTION TIMEI

Have asav in YIII Student Government
Run for a Position,...., Attend the Candidate Forum~ Vote in the Online Elections

5 ·Positions Are Still Open!!!
Declaration of intent to run due -by March 27 th

\

.candidate Forum
T-his Wednesday, March 26th
@ the Black Box Cabaret
7:30 pm Debates Start/ 9:30 pm Live Music

Live Music Featuring: What About Jimbo & Ethyl 80

.lnllnl EIICIIIDI llld IPrll 8111 and ,.. .
../
../
./
./

No hassle walking to the polling place
Only takes 3 minutes
Voting 8 am to 10 pm
Candidate statements at your finger tips

To file you Declaration of Intent, cast your ballot, read
candidate statements and have your voice heard visit:

http://voice.csam'b.eda

For disability related accomm<?dations or sign language ihterpreters,
please contact Carolyn Drou1n@csumb.edu no later fhan Apnl 4 t h •
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GREEKS From Page 1

and what opinions of those audience
members are," said Upper-Division
Academic Senator Briana Krank in an
email posted on Open Forum.
Audience discussion and questions
directed at the Senate went on for 40 minutes as Senate members took notes and
listened to each audience memqer portray
their feelings O.Q. the issue at hand.
Those in favor of Greeks coming to
CSUMB attempted to dilute some of the
stereotypical views of Greek organizations
which included Greeks as mere social
groups.
"We are service based fraternity dedicated to helping the community," said
Sophomore Steve Schirner, a member of
the CSUMB pledge class to Fraternity
·
Omega Delta Phi.
However, community service and nontraditional Greek organizations were_not
the main concerns of some of the Senate
members.
''As I spoke with other senators, many of
them brought out issues of school money,
community service hours, hazing/pledging/the bidding process and secret recognition processes that weren't in the
Model," said Multi-Cultural Senator Gaby
Lopez.
, After the audience made their statements to the Senate, the Senate then took
time to make their decision on the issue.
Many audience members were not surprised at the outcome after many amend-·
ments to the Model had been made.
"Not really we had known that it was
going to be tough to pass this year.
However what surprised me is all of the
amendments made and time wasted and
the people who made the changes still
voted no," said Schirner.
Other reasons even Senate members
were not surprised was the fact that many
senate members ·had voiced earlier opinions against Greek organizations.
"I don't really care if the model was
voted down because it had m;:µ1y problems, however it was voted down because
of what people thought of .Greeks," said
Singh.
Senate members did realize the discussion was going to be tough because of personal views on the topic.
"This was extremely difficult, especially
after someone calls our vote 'dirty,' said
Lopez. "I can say that on a personal level
I'm against the practices of the organization, but as a student representative I tried
to put my personal views aside and vote
on what was best for the school."
At the end of the meeting the vote was
no at total of five senate members Briana
Krank, Jason Howard, Anthony Popovoic,
Gaby Lopez,·and Abraham Magana voting
no; Three voting yes Megan Jager, Kelly
Bland and Jay Singh. Senate chair Mac
Clemmens abstainingfrom his vote.
From here the Greek Task Force will
meet and see where they go from there.
"I want to meet with committee and see
where we go from there. But we gut 2 more
months of school. So we will see where it
goes," said Singh. ~
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These columns express the view of the author, not
the Otter Realm. If there is something that pisses
you off, or makes you laugh please let us know. We
welcome letters to the editor and will print those
that respond directly to !he column and do not cut
down the author. You can send letters to the editor
at or@csumb.edu. Thank you.

-Chanelle Raboteau, Editor-in-Chief

Wemissyou
By Chanelle Raboteau
CHANELLE_RABOTEAU@CSUMB.EDU

Some questions will never be answered. In·
the case of Taylor, I along with all her
friends may never know why she decided
to le.ave us alone with just pictures and
memories of our time together.
On March 14, when most students were
starfulg their Spring Break, Taylor deprived all
her friends of her company and friendship.
I am going to be selfish for a second and
say that I don't care what was on Taylor's
mind when she left us, I don't care what
kind of pain she thought she was in, we
need her here.
We need Taylor.
For those that did not know Taylor this
also affects you. Because this is a plea to
take advantage of the time you have with
your friends, you never know when they
might decide they don't want to be around
anymore.
Some of her friends are looking at past
memories and remembering the good old
days spent in Dorm building 206. That's
right the class that entered CSUMB in the
fall of 1999 were the first ones to roam the
halls of 206 and the coolest so far.
Some of her friends are struggling to
hold back the tears of loosing one of their
closest friends. Like the time, Taylor and
Ashley spent hours getting dressed to go to
a costume party and then showed up after
the party was broken up. I can't remember
the exact one; I think it happened every
time they were together.
And there are some of us that are angry
at the fact she thought she was better off
alone and without her friends.
We were supposed to finish what we
started together, but some questions and
dreams will never be answered.
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To be Greek or not to be

distinguished by partnerships with existing institutions both public and private,
By Kara Alaimo
cooperative agreements whic_h enable stul<ARA_ALAIMO@CSUMB.EDU
dents, faculty, and staff to cross institutional boundaries for innovative instrucSigmas, Gamas, Z.etas: these are terms flying tion, broadly defined scholarly and creative
out of the mouths of many people on our cam- activity, and coordinated community servpus. As for myself, I am not nor will I ever be in ice." We have a vision to work collaboraa Greek organization. I chose this position for tively with the community and its memmyself years ago after seeing friends adapt to bers to establish partnerships amongst and
Greek life on a university campus in San Diego. tJiroughout our community.
I have since changed my ideas about Greek
It saddens me that Greek organizations,
organizations because of my newfound which are formed from our very own stuawareness of the different types of Greeks. dents that want nothing more than to proNow I write in support of Greek Organizations mote and do good for ·this campus, are
being recognized on our campus.
being turned away. For example, Gamma
I am from San Diego, and down south at Zeta Alpha does numerous amounts of
the big universities Greeks have been estab- community service and provides academic
lished for many years. These Greek organi- support for all who join. They pride themzations, from what I experienced via my selves on a completely drug and alcohol
fri.ends are groups of immature individuals free pledging period and accept any male
who get together to drink and belittle each who wants to join as long as he goes
other. I watched my friends binge drink and through the pledging process and meets
exploit themselves for what, to be part of a the academic requirements.
brotherhood or sisterhood? I was never able
The Greeks I once knew are nothing like
to understand what it was that they got from the men and women of CSUMB who want
being in a Greek organization.
to better this campus. I support what they
Everything I knew to be true about Greek are trying to do in bringing a special type of
organizations was changed when I was Greek Organizations onto this campus. As I
given the opportunity to learn about said before I do not want to be in a Greek
organizations different for the ones I knew organization, because in the reality these
about in San Diego. Three years ago the organizations are not for everyone. In my
idea to form and establish the first frater- life I do not need a group of girls to be my
nity chapter on this campus was born. The sisters. I do however want to belong to a
brothers of Gamma Zeta Alpha helped a university that encourages students whom
group of male CSUMB students deveiop support each other and their community in
their vision for a chapter on this campus.
the form of a Greek organization.
This is an organization established for the
What I have learned about the Greek
purpose of uniting anq directing all persons organizations that want to be recognized by
interested in the promotion of tlie Latino this campus is that they are not hazardous to
culture and ethnic groups via community our campus. I believe they will bring stuinteraction and the educational system.
dents together, help them make life long
I believe these individuals do good things connections that cannot be made with a
for the surrounding communities as well as club as well as help our campus continue to
CSUMB. This campus prides its self on the build partnerships for and amongst its stuvision statement I see this statement as. dents. Students who want to participate in
. having the facets to support Greek organi- Greek Organizations are still regular CSUMB
zations on this campus. It is stated in the students at the end of the day. Greeks are the
vision statement that, "The university will same, as you and me and I believe it · is
be a collaborative, intellectual community important that we keep that in mind;
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bies as well as kitchens on each floor.
Former 298 resident Cynthia Trujillo
said, "I liked it because it was new and
By Marian Muhammad
they said you will get a better wireless
MARIAN_MU1-IAMMAD@CSUMB.EDU
connection." Other dorms, such as
202-205, are equipped with a lobby on
Housing season will be here before we each floor with ·just one kitchen
know it and many first-year students located on the first floor. When asked
may not know enough about each why she chose ·· to live· in 204,
dorm to make an accurate choice. Sophomore Lidia Velasquez said "it
Each dorm undoubtedly has its own was the only building that had a room
perks and snares, but which dorm will that we did not have to share a restprove to be on popular demand room with the other room and it was a
amongst the residents? Having nine double."
dorms in which to-choose from can, in
Dorm 201 is set up much differently
many cases, be mind wrenching.
than any of the other dorms. This
Before the tim~ comes for students dorm has suites, which contain their
to choose a dorm, they usually already own small lounge room, and it also
know which one they want. Prior to has a lobby located at the entrance of
the big day students are already sizing the building. Dorm 206, the lone
up other buildings to .see which one ranger of the bunch, comes equipped
best fits them, Sophomore Maria with just one kitchen and one lobby,
Negrete said, " I knew a month or two both located on the first floor.
before what dorm I wanted".
The locations of the dorms are
Usually what residents look for in sprinkled throughout the main camchoosing a dorm are location, room pus beginning with 201, located on 6th
size, amenities, and where all their street and ending with 210, located
. friends are going to be. When asked near building 18. The central dorms
what amenities are important to her, . are 205 · and 206, which are conveNegrete replied, "the bathroom, niently located in front of the library
because when you have to share the and just a walk away from the dining
other people are nasty and they don't commons. Future dorm 211, located
clean it."
behind dorm 210, will be opening next
Safety is also a key factor in choos- fall and will most likely have many stuing one's living space, but that aspect dents rushing to put in their bids.
is rarely on students' minds while in
Overall dorm hunting can be a
search for a new home. ''I'm worried, pretty good experience, though
because you never know even if the slightly stressful. .Residents should
doors are locked someone can still get enjoy choosing and imagining the new
in." said Negrete, although all the setup they will have at their new
doors lock upon closing.
dwelling. With a little .research and
As many students know, not all of maybe a list of pros and cons, students
the dorms are equipped with the should be able .to decide on a place
same amount of amenities; certain where they can live happily ever after
dorms, such as 208 and 210, have lob- (at least until the school year ends) .
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If there was o~e other person you'd like t~.se.e ru~ning this country, besjdes Bush, who'd it be and why?
By Chris Ashton

Grant Kohrmann, Sophom«;>re

Jessica Proctor, Junior

Eric Moore, Staff

TE LE DRAMATIC ARTS & TECH NO LOGY

TELEDRAMATIC ARTS & TECHNOLOGY

SUPPORT TECH

r- ,·:'··:: '.~}Td _still-p ick Bushbecause I voted for him. I'd rather Ralph Nader, l:iecause he seems to be environmen. <~~---- seehiin in office because Gore would not be a good tally motivated, he had no agendas, is a straight for- ·,
, ,.,._ :·~/ president in the situations we are faced with at this ward man; and Bush just gives me the creeps.
· c~rrent time.
'

.- Korina Sanchez, Junior-

~ario Romo, Junior
TELECOMMUNICATIONS, MULTIMEDIA
_ & A_P P LI ED. COM P U TIN G
. .

MANAGEMENT & INTERNATIONAL ENT~EPRENEURSHIP
- ,

_.

· Santana, he tells things the way they are, we need
more than brains in office, because we are the ·most
powerful nation, we need someone who has heart.

CHRIS_ASHTON@CSUMB. ~DU

I'd still like to see Bill Clinton in office, he is a great
mediator, and took great strides ·in foreign relations
while he was in office: Clinton would be doing a
much better job than Bush during this time.

Oren Trower, Freshman
MANAGEMENT & INTERNATIONAL ENTREPRENEURSHIP

Bill Gates, he knows what he is doing financially and Anybody but Bush, he's doing a crappy job, he
because he .is the richest man in the world, he would doesn't have my support, he's just carrying out his
be concentrating not on war, -but rather the financial daddy's work.
·
situation of the U;S.

Tim ·Farber, Junior

Ashley Grimm, Sophomore

VISUAL & PUBLIC ART

LIBERAL STUDIES

MANAGEMENT & INTER~A-TIONAL ENTREPRENEURSHIP

The type of person I would like to see in office is
someone with a sense of humor; strong sense ofleadership without fulfilling their own needs.

I'd like to see Reverend Al Sharpton· in office. He's
been running for office for a long time and n~ver
made it, he tries to make a difference.

I can only de~cribe.a type of person, somebody that
was going to open things up, to distribute the wealth
so that nobody is in Sl,\rvival mode. ·we need some.;
body who would give up global renaissance, so that it
1-would be felt throughout the world.
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·Agha-S lgibinovia, Freshman .

